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The ability to find one’s way is a problem in complex 
buildings such as long term care (LTC) communities (i.e. 
independent and assisted living residences).  Factors 
such as the complexity of the floor plan, presence of 
signage, lighting, glare, and use of landmarks/cues can 
effect wayfinding ability, especially in those with 
cognitive impairment (Brawley, 1997; Nelson & Algase, 
2007; Marquardt & Schmieg, 2009; Benbow, 2013) . There 
are few tools that systematically examine the wayfinding 
design of LTC communities.

• The means of all environmental characteristics are 
poor, except for accessibility. 

• The corridors in most buildings were long, the 
sizes were large and complex, and most buildings 
had confusing layouts. 

• Most buildings had a lack of signage and  poor 
contrast between letters and background.

• Most buildings had multiple repetitive elements 
and a lack of definition of the meaning for 
community rooms.

• Most buildings were had a lack of visual clutter and 
no glare. 

Long term care communities are especially 
difficult for wayfinding.  Older adults, with more visual 
and mobility problems, can benefit from improved 
wayfinding design.  Tools like the Wayfinding 
Checklist can indicate areas that can be modified.

Lawton’s Environmental Press theory states that 
behavior is a result of an interaction between an 
individual’s competence and the complexity of an 
environment (Lawton & Nahemow, 1973; Lawton, 1977).  
Design specific for wayfinding can reduce 
environmental complexity for those with wayfinding 
impairment.

The revised checklist used in this study showed 
that the LTC communities were large, complex 
buildings with poor design for wayfinding.  Some of 
these elements can be modified (i.e. lighting, signage) 
to improve wayfinding and independence.

Two investigators scored 8 LTC communities 
using the revised Wayfinding Checklist.  Each item was 
scored on a scale with values from 1 (poor design) to 3 
(design effective for wayfinding).  The mean scores 
were calculated for each item. An evaluation tool, the 
Wayfinding Checklist (revised), was created based on 
the literature review. 
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Figure 1, Environmental Characteristics Mean Values. 

Figure 2: Signage Mean Values. 

Figure 3 Other Design Elements Mean Values. 
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Fig. 4:  
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cue

(Benbow, 2013)


